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T his report looks at selected new routes achieved in the Alps during
2001. In preparing these notes Lindsay Griffin would like to

acknowledge the assistance of Alex Huber, Robert Jasper, Mireille
Lazarevitch, Andy Parkin, Hilary Sharp, Grzegorz Skorek, Thomas Tivadar
and Peter Wood. The Alpine Journal particularly welcomes details of new
routes and information on members' activities in the Alps, as well as changes
to established routes. These should be sent to the Club or directly to 2 Top
Sling, Tregarth, Bangor, Gwynedd, LL57 4RL.

WINTER 2001

Introduction
The winter season was remarkably mild, especially at the start where resorts
often experienced days of rain rather than snow, and towards. the end,
continuing into April. Probably the most well-known and highly publicised
event during this season was the completion of a lengthy Alpine Odyssey
by the French mountaineer, Patrick Berhault. This began back in August
2000 and is outlined below.
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The Traverse of the Alps
Since Sir Martin Conway made the first really great traverse of the Alps in
1894 (from the Col de Tende in the Maritime Alps to the Ankogel in
Austria) and celebrated it with his book The Alpsfrom End to End, there have
been many variations on this theme. Briefly described in AJ 2001, the latest
and almost certainly the most widely publicised traverse took place from
the 26 August 2000 to the 9 February 2001, when Patrick Berhault travelled
by foot (walking, skiing or snow-shoeing) from Mojstrana in Slovenia's Julian
Alps to Menton on the Mediterranean coast south of the Maritime Alps.
The distance, as the crow flies, is more than 1200km, but the main goal of
Berhault's journey, and the aspect that made it unique, was to link together
ascents of historic climbs that for him represented the evolution of alpinism.
Berhault eventually climbed 22 high-standard routes with a number of
different partners and often in demanding wintry conditions. Several of
these ascents were outstanding achievements by any standards.

For his first climb of thejourney,~completedon 27 August 2000, Berhault
chose the North Face of Triglav, completing the route in 15 hours with Patrick
Edlinger. There then followed a succession of Dolomite climbs with Edlinger:
the Cassin Route on the Cima Ovest in 6'/2 hours (5 September); the Brandler
Haase on the Cima Grande in 7'12 hours (6th); the classic Solleder Route on
the North Face of the Civetta also in 7'12 hours (11th); the Phillip-Flamm on
Punta Tissi in 8 hours (12th); the Gabriel-Livanos Route on the NW Face of
the Cima su Alto in 8 hours (13th); The Fish on the South Face of the
Marmolada in 7 hours (16th); the Vinatzer Route with the Messner Variation,
also on the South Face of the Marmolada, in 8 hours (18th); the French
Pillaron the Crozzon de Brenta in 8 hours (25th); the DetassisRoute on Brenta
Alta in 5 hours (26th).

In October B€:rhault, with local Italian guide Ottavio Fassini, climbed the
classic North Face of the Cengalo in 6Ih hours, then moved on to the
Oberland for an ascent of the Harlin Route on the North Face of the Eiger
with Philippe Magnin. However, conditions were too bad, so he decided to
continue straight to Chamonix, where he arrived on the 22nd. The weather
was now fantastic and from 23-25 October Berhault completed his most
significant climb of the entire journey when, with Magnin, he made the
fourth ascent of the Serge Gousseault Route on the left flank of the Walker
Spur. In quasi-winter conditions the pair started up the route at 7.30am on
the 23rd and reached the summit of the Jorasses at 7.00pm on the 25th.
This was three days faster than the previous winter ascent. The pair
descended to Courmayeur and on 28 October made an 8-hour ascent of the
Hypercouloiron the Broui1lard Face of Mont Blanc.

The weather now turned thoroughly miserable and confined B€:rhault to
Chamonix over the next few weeks. Knowing that his traverse would not be
complete without ascents of both Eiger and Matterhorn North Faces,
Berhault was finally able to leave Chamonix on 27 November bound for
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Zermatt on a mountain bike. On the 29th, with Philippe Magnin, he
completed the classic SchmidRoute on the Matterhorn in 9 hours. Continuing
to Grindelwald the pair then climbed the equally classic 1938 Route on the
Eiger in heavily iced conditions over 4-S December.

On to the Vanoise where, making his first ever climb with Patrick
Gabarrou, Berhault completed the difficult Boivin-Diafera-Maurin Route on
the North Face of the Grande Casse (13th December). Continuing south he
traversed the Aiguilles d'Arves with Gael Bouquet des Chaux over the 19th
20th, climbed the classic Allain Route on the South Face of the Meije accom
panied by Philippe Magnin on 23 December, and the Mayer-Dibona Cou/oir
on the Dome des Neige (des Ecrins) with Valerie Domange on the 27th.

Berhault traversed Monte Viso, solo, on 8-9 January 2001, then moved
down to his home ground of the Maritime Alps for an 11-hour solo ascent
of the North Face Direct (Ughetto/Ruggeri Route) on the Corno Stella (17th) .
Finally, on 29 January he was joined by Gabarrou and Magnin for an ascent
of the Gogna Route on the Pointe Scarasson (North Face of the Marguarels),
taking 9 hours for the last c.1S0m and arriving on the summit at midnight.
He reached the Mediterranean coast on 9 February after 167 days, during
which he had ascended a total of 141,863 metres, 22,280 of these on the 22
climbs.

Mont Blanc Massif
Petit Dru Widely publicised, Jean Christophe Lafaille's nine-day solo ascent
of a new route on the celebrated West Face of the Dru formed the highlight
of the winter season in Chamonix. Lafaille had climbed the lower section
of this route to the Terraces earlier in the year with Chamonix-based guide,
Jerome Arpin, following a groove system left of the 1986 Piola/Steiner route,
Passage Cardiac. He set off alone on 12 February reaching his high point via
the North Face and continuing through generally spring-like weather for a
full week, to create what he described as his finest and technically hardest
route. The crux pitch, reported to be New Wave AS, would make this route
the hardest aid climb completed in the Western Alps, prompting several
people to query whether such a standard is possible on Alpine granite.
Lafaille climbed capsule style spending two nights at each bivouac site. High
on the route he made an exposed pendulum to reach the Mailly Diedre,
joined the American Direct for one pitch and then finished up the spectacular
overhanging left arete of the 90m Diedre. The penultimate pitch (A4+)
involved precarious skyhooking and, as is now the norm, throughout the
climb there was strong media exposure with helicopter photo coverage and
daily Internet broadcasts. Lafaille reached the North Face on the 19th and
by the end of the following day had climbed to the Shoulder and descended
to the Charpoua Hut.

Aiguille Sans Nom Stephane Benoist and Patrick Pessi made the probable
seGond winter ascent of the rarely climbed 1963 British Route (Brown/Patey:
1lOOm: ED1) on the North-West Face. The French pair set off on 18
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February, hoping to complete the high-standard mixed route with one
bivouac but ending up making three. When they reached the Sans Nom
Ridge on the third day, Benoist broke his right crampon below Pte Croux
and the pair decided to summon a rescue. However, with winds of 80kml
hour it was impossible for the helicopter to get close to the climbers. After
they had spent another night out, the PGHM came up with the novel idea
of dropping two sacs, connected by rope so that they would land either side
of the ridge and counterbalance one another. The technique proved successful
and after unpacking an (undamaged) thermos flask and a new pair of
crampons, the French pair were able to continue safely over the summit of
the Verte to the Couvercle Hut.

Dent du Requin, Pointe 2977m On 21 February Jean-Sebastian
Knoertzer, Patrick Gabarrou and Fabien Meyer completed a short ice line
on the right side of the South Face. Dedicated to Geraldine, the daughter of
Barbara and Jules Mills (Foot Works in Chamonix) who was unfortunately
the victim of a road traffic accident a few day before the ascent, Les Galops
d'eclair pour Gb-aldine starts up ana right from the 1984 Boivin/Lacroixl
Moioli/Sebatti Route, Les Doigts de Pied en Eventail. The new route offers
four 60m pitches, some on thin ice, at an overall grade of Il/4 M3.

Aiguille du Jardin On 16 February Julien Henry and Nicolas Potard
repeated the 1993 Frendo/Ravanel route, 100% PurButch and then continued
up difficult ice and mixed ground on the left side of the North Couloir of
the Col Armand Charlet to complete a new direct finish to the summit of
the Aiguille du Jardin (4035m). The pair graded the lOOOm route IVIS and
note that no gear was left in place.

SPRING/SUMMER 2001

Heavy snow in late spring lasted until the beginning of July, when there was
still snow below the Matterhorn's H6rnli Hut. More heavy snowfall occurred
in mid July, after which the weather quickly became very hot and stormy
for the rest of the summer. In fact July had some surprising cold periods,
notably over the 6th-7th when a guide and three clients perished from
exposure close to the summit of Mont Blanc. Not unexpectedly, summer
activity concentrated on pure rock climbing, though ex-pat Andy Parkin
showed that it is still possible to climb hard new mixed lines during the
season, if you have the local knowledge and ability to capitalise on unusual
conditions when they (fleetingly) occur.

More excellent new routes have been added on the Aiguilles Rouges, an
area that continues to grow in popularity owing to its fine open sunny aspect,
great views, a much less serious situation than the main range opposite, and
to the newly published topo guide by the late Godefroy Perroux.
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Ecrins Massif
There is little to report except to mention that the new AC guide to the
Ecrins, Cerces and Queyras has now been published (2002). The author,
John Brailsford, notes that a new Vallonpierre Hut (managed by the Gap
section of the CAF) was opened on 28 July. It is situated 50m west of the
old hut (227lm and still standing), so the current access description from
Valgaudemar remains unchanged. The hut has a door for winter access and
this is generally needed up until the beginning of June.

Mont Blanc Massif
Gros Rognon Francois Pallandre added another pleasant and easily
accessible rock route to the ValU:e Blanche by climbing 7Rognon on the SW
Face of the 3541m Gros Rognon. The six-pitch route (200m: D+: 5+, 50bl)
was climbed on 25 August with Alain and Morgane Parker and is completely
equipped.

Aiguille du Talefre On 20 May Andy Parkin soloed a new route on the
North Face left of the Central Couloir (Billet/Davaille/Trotskiar, 1957:
600m: TD). The route starts up a thin and narrow ice runnel (85°), before
the line becomes more evident and later joins the upper section of the very
rarely climbed East Couloir (Azema/Charlet, 1945: D+). Parkin finished
on the NE Ridge and descended the East Couloir. The new 500m line was
given a grade of III/4+ 85°.

Flammes de Pierre, Triangle des Flammes de Pierre On the rather sunless
NW Face Gabriel Martinez and Beatrice Piolat put up a short four-pitch
route on a previously unclimbed pillar. Not surprisingly, given aspect and
altitude, the rock on the 180m Voie Quentin is rather lichenous throughout.
The climbing is mainly 5 and 5+ with a slab pitch of 6a and an overall grade
of TO. The pair christened the feature Pilier Laurent after a recently lost
friend, Quentin Laurent.

Aiguille des Deux Aigles Snatching rare conditions on 27 July after a
big storm followed by a reasonable freeze, Andy Parkin soloed a hard new
ice/mixed route in an improbable position on the North Spur of the Aiguille
des Deux Aigles.

Parkin reached the foot of the line via the Mummery Start to the North
Face of the Plan and found the initial couloir, immediately left of the rocks
taken by the rarely if ever repeated 1949 Pierre/ Rebuffat Route, gave very
thin ice climbing up to 85°. Where the Rebuffat route traverses left to the
crest of the north spur Parkin continued up the right flank in an exposed
diedre (80°) and then a narrow chimney (85°) to cross the spur and finish up
snow ramps and rock (V/V+) in the vicinity of the Rebuffat to the gap
between the Central and North Pointes. He reports it to be not only one of
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the best new routes he has done but also one of the most unexpected.
Aiguille de Blaitiere, Pointe 3170m Francois Pallandre and Mathieu

Vigier have added a fine four-pitch line above the Red Pillar, offering a logical
continuation to the classic Nabot lion (Cerdon/Piola, 1985: l80m: 5+, 5
obl). Osez Josephine, put up on 30 June, starts from the gap behind the Red
Pillar, climbs close to the crest of Pt. 3170m above, and has a crux top pitch
of 6a. When combined with Nabot lion the route gives a 400m outing at
TD with obligatory difficulties no more than 5. On an historic note, this
tower on the NW Ridge of the Blaitiere was probably first climbed in 1972
by the Japanese team, which made the first ascent of the complete ridge
integral by a now long forgotten route (which in the lower section appears
to coincide in parts with [,Eau Ranee d'Arabie).

Aiguilles Rouges
l'Index A new route sure to gain popularity is l'An d'Emile on the SW Face
of the very popular Index (2595m). Put up on 12 July by Franc;:ois and Karen
Pallandre, this line climbs more or less up the centre of the face where it is
quite compact. Their route was comprehensively equipped and gives seven
pitches with two cruxes of 6a (5 obl).

Brevent In July Emanuel Meot and Sylvain Ravanel connected a
succession of buttresses in a sector referred to as the Socle du Brevent to
create the 12-pitch Pie Epique. The Socle lies west of Les Jumeaux de Brevent
but not as far as the Belin Couloir, and is reached by walking down the piste
from the Brevent telepherique station towards Planpraz, then cutting off
right (looking out) and descending steeply alongside the buttresses. Two
rappels alongside the east flank of the lowest buttress leads to its foot. Now
climb back up over a series of buttresses, towers and pinnacles, interrupted
by short grassy walks, at 5+ and 6a obl. The route is sustained but to quote
the first ascensionists, 'there is great danger of falling asleep on the huge
sunny ledges'.

Vallee de Berard Two new routes have been reported in this relatively
wild and remote valley that lies behind the eastern end of the Aiguilles
Rouges. On the southern flanks of 2634m Mt Oreb, J Mottin and H Thivierge
have put up Le Pilier de Berard, a fine seven-pitch route in magnificent
surroundings on a very appealing face. The rock is apparently good and the
climbing well equipped and sustained at 5+ and 6a (crux sixth pitch 6a+).

The second new route, [,Ile aux Razmokets, lies further down-valley in the
vicinity of the Tete des Mesures and was climbed on 12 June by Rodrigue
Passy and Sylvain Ravanel. It is 12 pitches in length and a very accessible
grade (5+ maximum; mainly 5 and 4). This is an underdeveloped area that
is little known to visiting climbers, though locals are well aware of the
potential.

Valais
Matterhorn Those who thought the Matterhorn to be long since worked
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out when it comes to exploring new ground will be surprised to find that
not one but two new routes were put up on its flanks during the summer.
Both climbed the steep and imposing walls of the Zmutt Nose.

Patrick Gabarrou and the Italian guide Cesare Ravaschietto climbed the
line of subtle diedres and cracks to the left of Aux Amis Disparus, projecting
some 30m over the West Face and reported to be 'the biggest overhang in
the Western Alps'. The rock was far from sound and there were six key
pitches (6b and modern A2+). The summit was reached on 2 August, 70
years almost to the day after the first ascent of the North Face by the Schmidt
brothers and not long before Gabarrou's 50th birthday. The route has been
christened Free Tibet.

Also on the Nose at the same time were Jose Isidro Gordito and Xavi
Metal, who were later awarded the Spanish version of the Piolet d'Or 2001
for their first national ascent of the 100Om Pio/a/Steiner Directissima. This,
the second route on the Nose, is an infrequently climbed line put up by a
young, ambitious but soon to become internationally famous Swiss pair in
1981 at ED2 6b, A2 90°. The Spanish climbed the route at 6b+ with two
sections of AO.

Later in the month, Germans Robert Jasper and Rainer Treppte climbed
a new direct line up the steep wall left of the Piola-Steiner, using big wall
tactics and friends to help transport 60kg of equipment in two haul bags to
the foot of the face. The rock on Freedom was relatively good compared to
the rest of the North Face but the route is sunless, cold and exposed to the
wind, making the climb feel like a winter ascent, especially as the difficulties
required rock shoes and bare hands. They reached the summit on the 26th
having climbed 30 pitches up to M5+, 6c+ and A2.

Breithom Patrick Gabarrou and the Italian Ezio Marlier put up a new
line on the South-East Face of Roccia Nera (4075m). The route takes the
open triangular wall between the original 1923 Route on the right edge
(Aufdenblatten/Aufdenblatten/Oliver: 350m: IV/IV+) and the 1954 Cam/
Route (Carrel/Muzio: 350m: V) towards the left. It was described as a
splendid and interesting route on compact rock and the first rock climb ofa
'modern style' on the mountain. Les Jardins de Noussan was named in memory
of Efisio Noussan, the Italian businessman, climber, photographer and
Alpine Club member, who was also a committed environmentalist and
supporter of the heritage in the region.

Bemese Oberland
Eiger Swiss alpinists, Stefan Siegrist and the current young talent Ueli Steck,
took high-standard modern ice and dry tooling techniques on to the great
walls of the Alps and completed a very demanding new route on the coveted
North Face. The route appears to climb the steep rock wall above the Second
Ice Field left of the Harlin Route to reach one of the ice tentacles hanging
frQm the Spider, then continues up steep mixed ground to the top. The Young
Spiderwas awarded technical grades of 7a, A2, WI6 and M7. A number of
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attempts were made starting in August 2000, and fixed ropes were left in
place at least as far as the rock wall below the Spider. The pair finally
completed the route, Siegrist's second on the face, in October.

Also over the summer, Polish climbers Janusz Golab and Grzegorz Skorek
made the fastest ascent to date of the rarely climbed 1983 Ghilini-Piola
Diretissima. The Poles climbed the route in 41 hours (31 hours of effective
climbing) with one bivouac on small ledges at the end of pitch 22 (possibly
Piola's third bivouac site). They adopted a 'light and fast' style, carrying
only fleece and Goretex jackets and trousers, 2'/2 litres of water and eight
chocolate bars, no big boots or sleeping bags. Piola originally gave the 1400m
route an enigmatic grade of ABO inf with pitches of VI+ and A4.

Dolomites
Cima Ovest The big event in the Dolomites was the much publicised free
ascent of Bellavista, Alex Huber's winter creation on the North Face of the
Cima Ovest. Huber first climbed this route, solo, in March 2000 completing
nine pitches to the junction with the Swiss Route. The first four pitches to the
start of the roofs were climbed free, with the first and hardest pitch assessed
at 7b+. The next four, which consisted of breaking through the roofs by a
series of leftwards traverses, were graded Al+, A4, A4 and A3. A final
pitch of 7a+ led to the junction, two pitches below the Cassin Ledge and
Kasperek Bivouac. The belays were bolted but no drilled equipment was
used for either protection or aid.

Huber returned to the wall in June 2001 and with Mathias Leitner repeated
the route, placing all the protection points for a free ascent. Four weeks
later he was back with Guido Unterwurzacher to begin working on the roofs
and a week later he was able to redpoint both the crux sixth and seventh
pitches (the former involves a c.lOm overhanging traverse beneath a six
metre broad roof to gain a break). Finally, on 18 July with Gernot Flemisch
he climbed the whole route redpoint. The sixth and seventh pitches were
run together to create a 55m pitch of 8c. This is the first time that this standard
of technical climbing has been created high on a big Alpine face.

Sassolungo Following the publication of his new Italian Alpine Club
guidebook, reviewed elsewhere in this Journal, Ivo Rabanser has already
gone some way to making it out of date. Linea Gotica, climbed with Stefan
Comploi in August, climbs the 1000m-high NW Face of the main summit
in 26 pitches (VII- and AI), following a series of cracks in generally good
grey vertical limestone. On the Campanile di Venere Rabanser put up Via
Matteo with Armin Senoner. This 600m route is mainly VIV+ with two
short sections of VI- and gives superb climbing on generally sound rock.
Finally, on the Guglia Gialla with Comploi and Runggalder he created Weg
der Schwarz-Fiihrer, another worthwhile 400m route at VII- and Al.
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